Abstract. We establish the hypoellipticity of a large class of highly degenerate second order differential operators of Hörmander type. The hypotheses of our theorem allow Hörmander's general Lie algebra condition to fail on a collection of hypersurfaces. The proof of the theorem is probabilistic in nature. It is based on the Malliavin calculus and requires new sharp estimates for diffusion processes in Euclidean space.
(x) > 0 for some m ≥ 1 is equivalent to Hörmander's general condition for the parabolic operator L + ∂ ∂t at (t, x) ∈ R × D for some t ∈ R (and hence for all t ∈ R ). We will say that x ∈ D is an elliptic Hörmander point for the operator L if there is an integer m ≥ 1 such that 
In Section 3, we will show that Theorem 1.0 is a consequence of the following theorem which deals with parabolic hypoellpiticity when Hörmander's restricted condition is allowed to fail on a family of hypersurfaces in D. 
Then the parabolic operator
We make the following observations concerning the nature of the hypotheses in the above theorems.
(i) The result of Kusuoka and Stroock cited above implies that the differential operator
is not hypoelliptic on R
3
. This example shows that the lower bound −1 on p in Theorems 1.0 and 1.1 is optimal.
(ii) Oleinik and Radekevich ([O-R] (iii) In a series of papers, Y. Morimoto has obtained hypoellipticity results for operators with exponential degneracies on hyperplanes (see, e.g., [Mo] ). Morimoto's techniques are purely analytic and rely on the theory of pseudo differential operators.
A special case of Theorem 1.0, allowing a degeneracy of exponential order at an isolated point, has been obtained by P. Malliavin ([M.2] , Theorem 4.1).
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(iv) The following alternative form of Theorem 1.1 shows that the transversality condition can be weakened, provided the range of p is restricted appropriately. In the statement of Theorem 1.2 below, we will denote by X i φ the action of the vector 
Then the parabolic operator
(v) Without loss of generality, we may (and, from now on, will) assume that the maps These lower bounds are sharp in q in an asymptotic sense, as q → ∞.
(b) We then study the rate at which the above probabilistic lower bounds are degraded under the action of an exponentially degenerate diffusion covariance. This leads to sharp estimates which allow us to establish the hypoellipticity of L + ∂ ∂t .
Although our analysis employs the Malliavin calculus, the above estimates are obtained using only basic stochastic analytic tools, i.e. Itô's formula, Girsanov's theorem, the time change theorem for stochastic integrals, and elementary properties of the Wiener process. Thus our arguments provide insight into the relationship between the critical exponent −1 occurring in Theorems 1.0, 1.1 and the stochastic structure underlying the hypoellipticity problem.
The paper is laid out as follows. In Section 2, we provide background material and establish notations. In Section 3, we give a proof of Theorem 1.1 based on two results, Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, which constitute steps (a) and (b) above. We then show how Theorem 1.0 follows from Theorem 1.1. The modifications to the proof of Theorem 1.1 required to prove Theorem 1.2 are discussed at the end of Section 3. Finally, Section 4 contains the proofs of the lemmas assumed in Section 3.
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An announcement of Theorem 1.1 has appeared in [B-M] .
Differential operators and diffusion processes.
The purpose of this section is to establish the probabilistic framework upon which our proof of Theorem 1.1 will be based. In particular, we introduce Wiener space and summarize the elements of the Malliavin calculus, which plays a major role in our analysis of the regularity of the operator L in (1.1). The central result of the Malliavin calculus is an integration by parts formula for stochastic maps defined on the Wiener space. This formula yields the important result stated below as Theorem 2.1 ( [S] [S] ) and the references therein.
Let Ω denote the space of all continuous paths ω : 
where, for each k ≥ 0, Z k is the space of k th order homogeneous chaos. Define D to be the following dense subspace of L
(Ω, R) an associated bilinear form, defined as the unique closed symmetric bilinear extension of the following form (which is denoted by the same symbol):
For any set G ⊂ D, define M (G) to be the union of G and the set obtained by applying L to all elements of G, and < ·, · > to all pairs of elements of G.
satisfies the following hypotheses
⊂ D, and the sets defined inductively by
is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue
and has a C ∞ density. 
, and every Borel set
. Then for any bounded smooth initial function
, and is the unique solution of the Cauchy initial-value problem
satisfies hypothesis (i) of Theorem 2.1. The corresponding covariance matrix C(t, x) (defined in Theorem 2.1(ii)) is given by 
and
, p.75). We will apply Theorem 2.1 with θ := ξ x (t). This yields the following result:
Theorem 2.2. 
Define ∆(t, x) := det C(t, x), where C(t, x) is as in (2.4). Suppose that C(t, x) ∈

GL(d) a.s. and ∆(t, x)
−1 ∈ L q for all q ≥ 1, t > 0 and x ∈ R d . Then the transition probabilities p(t, x, dy) := P (ξ x (t) ∈ dy) admit aR + × R d → L q (Ω, R) (t, x) → ∆(t, x)−1 q = 0. (2.7) Then the differential operator L + ∂ ∂t is hypoelliptic on R × D.
Proofs of Theorems.
Proof of Theorem 1.1.
Throughout this section, T > 0 will denote a fixed time. We first introduce a term that will be used extensively in the sequel.
Definition.
A (non-negative) random variable X is exponentially positive if there exist positive constants c 1 and c 2 (which we will refer to as the characteristics of X) such that
We will also make frequent use of the following well-known result, ([I-W], Lemma 10.5, p. 398).
be an Itô process of the form 
Then τ is an exponentially positive (F t ) 0≤t≤T -stopping time, and the characteristics of τ depend only on r, c 3 , n and d.
We now state the two key lemmas upon which our argument turns. The first yields sharp probabilistic lower bounds when applied to diffusion processes with at least one non-zero initial time diffusion coefficient. ), the following holds
The constants c 4 and c 5 can be chosen to depend only on m, c 3 , δ, and the characteristics of τ . The constant T 0 depends only on the characteristics of τ .
The following result describes precisely how the estimate (3.3) transforms under composition of the integrand with a function that vanishes at zero, at (an appropriate) exponential rate. 
where
Secondly, we state the following lemma which contains a local version of the hypotheses underlying Theorem 1.1. 
By Lemma 3.1, τ 1 is an exponentially positive stopping time with characteristics indepen-
where The constants c 9 and c 10 are independent of h ∈ S d . Note that E ⊆ F ∩ G, where
Applying a similar argument to P (A ∩ F ∩ G) gives
It is easy to check that
for some r 1 ∈ (0, 1) and sufficiently small > 0.
for some r 2 ∈ (0, 1) and sufficiently small > 0.
Combining this with (3.9) and (3.10), one obtains
Iterating the argument used to derive (3.11) proves the following:
For each m ≥ 1, there exist positive constants c 13 and c 14 and exponents r 3 and r 4 ∈ (0, 1), all independent of h ∈ S d , such that for all t ∈ (0, T ), x ∈ W , and ∈ (0, c 14 ), one has .
Applying a straightforward compactness argument (cf. [B] , Lemma 6.8) to (3.12), one
: |h| = 1 (3.13)
for ∈ (0, c 18 ) and positive constants c 15 , c 16 , c 17 , c 18 .
The argument used to derive the estimate (3.13) above is due to Kusuoka and Stroock ([K-S] ).
is easy to deduce from (3.13) that
(3.14)
We now consider each of the two cases (a) and (b) delineated in the conclusion of where η x (t) denotes the process φ(ξ . Thus, by Lemma 3.3 there exist positive constants c 6 , c 7 , T 1 and q > 1, all independent of x ∈ V , such that for all t ∈ (0, T 1 ) and < exp(−c 6 t
Substituting this into (3.18) gives
for t ∈ (0, T 1 ) and < exp(−c 6 t − 1 q ). Combining (3.21) with (3.5), we arrive at
Note that the constants c 6 , c 8 and c 22 can all be chosen to be independent of x ∈ V . The right hand side of (3.22) explodes exponentially fast as t ↓ 0. However, since q > 1 we conclude that (2.7) holds also for this case, and the proof of Theorem 1.1 is complete.
Proof of Theorem 1.0.
We employ a technique used by [K-S] . The idea is to imbed the operator L of The- ThereforeL is hypoelliptic on D × (0, 1), and consequently L is hypoelliptic on D.
Proof of Theorem 1.2.
The proof of Theorem 1.2 requires the following modified form of Lemma 3.2.
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Lemma 3.5. 
r ), one has
(3.23)
The argument used to prove Lemma 3.3 now shows that (3.4) is satisfied with
, provided p lies in the restricted range (− 2 (18) r , 0). Once this is established, the proof of Theorem 1.2 follows along the same lines as that of Theorem 1.1.
Proofs of lemmas.
A proof of Lemma 3.1 can be found in ([I-W], Lemma 10.5, p. 398). Our proof of Lemma 3.2 builds upon two preliminary results, which we first state and prove. For m > 2 we apply Hölder's inequality and use the result for m = 2 to obtain Proof.
Expressing (3.1) in coordinates, it is sufficient to treat the case d = 1, n ≥ 1. In this case, the process y may be written in the form 
and we denote by B the process
By the Girsanov theorem, B is an (F τ −1 4 (t) : 0 ≤ t ≤ T )-adapted Brownian motion on Ω with respect to the measure
Denote by Ω the event
and by G the Girsanov density
We now apply Hölder's inequality to (4.1) to obtain
By Proposition 4.1, we have . The boundedness of h and τ 4 (T ) imply the existence of a constant c 27 , depending only on the bounds of the foregoing quantities, such that
The desired conclusion follows from (4.2) and (4.3), together with the fact that the exponential on the right hand side of (4.3) is a Girsanov density (note that it is obtained by replacing h by (−2h) in the relation defining G), and therefore has expectation equal to 1.
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Proof of Lemma 3.2.
Note that for every q > 0, we may write
.
By Proposition 4.2, (ii) ψ is convex in an interval (0, c 28 ), for some positive constant c 28 .
We break the proof of the lemma into two cases. Firstly, suppose that |y ( 
Applying Lemma 3.1 to the right hand side of (4.7), we deduce the existence of positive constants c 31 and c 32 , such that if t ∈ (0, c 31 ) and 0 < < t c 30 , then
The constants c 30 , c 31 , c 32 depend only on m, p, c 3 , and the characteristics of τ . Thus the conclusion of the lemma holds in this case.
Alternatively, suppose that |y(0)| < c 29 . We now set
Jensen's inequality yields
Note that P 1 is of the same form as the probability on the right hand side of (4.7), and hence satisfies a similar estimate.
We now consider P 2 . An elementary argument shows that the convexity of ψ in the
where T is any upper bound for t. This implies
We now apply Lemma 3.2 to estimate the right hand side of (4.8). Thus
(4.9) for all 0 < t < c 34 and < exp −c 33 t
, where c 7 , c 33 , and c 34 are positive constants exhibiting the appropriate dependence. Clearly, (4.9) gives an estimate for P 2 of the required form, and the proof of the lemma is complete.
Proof of Lemma 3.4.
It is sufficient to show that the conditions of Theorem 1.1 imply that conclusions Note that by Itô's lemma,
The Kusuoka-Stroock-Norris lemma shows that, for sufficiently small > 0, one has for t ∈ (0, c 4 ) and ∈ (0, c 5 t
r ). Substituting (4.12) into (4.11) yields the desired conclusion. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.5.
